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The Problem: The last two decades have seen the development of a plethora of agent architectures. An agent ar-
chitecture is a design strategy for building an intelligent entity with its own goals, motivation and knowledge base.
This research is advancing the state of the art in two ways. First by providing means for analysis and comparison
of architectures, and second by advancing the use of a particular strategy, behavior-basedAI , to facilitate specialized
adaptivity.

Motivation: A substantial advance in agent architectures was achieved through the introduction of reactive planning
in the late 1980’s (see [8, 1]). However, this strategy relies on hand-coding by expert programmers for all relevant
contingencies encountered by the agent. Many attempts have been made to extend this technique to include adaptive
elements, either by learning new procedural elements for the reactive code (see [7] for a recent example and review)
or by incorporating a traditionalAI knowledge base into the architecture (e.g. [5, 6], two dominant architectures in
the field). These approaches neglect the central lessons of both the reactive revolution in planning and the Bayesian
revolution in machine learning. The hardest problem in intelligence is the enormous complexity of the space of
possible solutions. Any learning must be highly biased, or in other words, helped as possible, so that it is likely to find
a workable solution.

Previous Work: We have previously worked with several architectural approaches and developed one of our own.
Domains have included music, robotics, virtual reality and artificial life. This work has lead to an understanding of
the role of adaptivity, the development of a design strategy, and an understanding of the means of comparison and
recombination of existing architectures.

Approach: We have codified the results of this research into a methodology,Behavior Oriented Design(BOD). A
preliminary description of BOD can be found in [2], a complete dissertation is expected by May of 2001.

BOD decomposes intelligence into two sorts of structures,behaviorsandreactive plans. Behaviors are roughly anol-
ogous to both objects in object oriented design (OOD), and agents in multi agent systems (MAS). Each encodes a
skilled action; it is built around the perception and memory requirements for that skill. Reactive plans are used for
determining which behaviors will express themselves at any particular time: they are used for resolving conflicts of
resources and ensuring overall behavior coherance. Behaviors determinehowan action is expressed, reactive plans
determinewhen.

We have shown that BOD can be applied in a number of popular architectures [4] and have developed a GUI toolkit
to facilitate its use. The BOD methodology specifies how to do an initial agent decomposition into behaviors and
plans, and then how to iteratively develop the complete agent. This includes heuristics for recognizing when the
initial decomposition was faulty, and for correcting such problems. We are currently applying this methodology to a
number of problems including natural language dialogue systems, characterizing and replicating the behavior of fish,
modelling primate learning, and constructing medical monitoring systems.

Difficulty: This work addresses several currently outstanding research issues in autonomous agents, including using
multiple representations in a single agent, generating goals autonomously, and integrating learning systems that oper-
ate at different rates. The structural composition of systems created under BOD suggests a matching decomposition for
learning: specialized learning specified within behaviors, action “grammars” specified as reactive plans, and perhaps
generalized skills learnedas (rather than within) behaviors. Our emphasis on methodology design, however, recog-
nizes that the most valuable contribution may be providing a mechanism for allowing designers to directly realize their
intended behaviors in their agent.
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Impact: This research has already been useful for testing psychological hypothesis on the nature of action selection
and constructing commercial virtual reality systems. Our current goals is to make BOD accessable to engineers
working on a wide variety of intelligent forms, from humanoid agents to intelligent spaces and monitoring systems.

Figure 1:An example of the various sorts of state and adaptivity, taken from a mobile robot performing obstacle avoid-
ance [3]. The control state (left) is a reactive plan; it is adaptive through responsiveness to the current circumstance.
The perception-based behaviors (right) on which the plan is based have learned state that persists for anything from
0.3 seconds (for coherent sonar sensing) to the lifetime of the agent (for map building).

Future Work: See sections Approach and Impact, above.

Research Support: This work is funded by Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories and the National Science
Foundation #99-79859.
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